PROCEEDINGS AND INDEXING
I3M articles are published as Open Access and
distributed under the terms and conditions of the
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY-NC-ND)
license. You can access and download all I3M
articles at any time from the I3M Online Repository
at https://www.cal-tek.eu/proceedings/i3m/
I3M proceedings past editions (including EMSS,
HMS, MAS, IMAACA, DHSS, IWISH, SESDE, FoodOPS,
proceedings) are indexed by Scopus, in addition
the I3M proceedings
will
be
submitted
for
indexing in ISI Conference proceedings Citation
Opportunities
Index and Google Scholar.
POST-CONFERENCE PUBLICATION
Conference best papers will be directed to
International Journals for inclusion through content
extension. I3M2022 will generated Special Issues of
top quality International Journals for best authors.
Find out more on the website!
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ABOUT THE EVENT
Next edition of I3M will renovate the opportunity to
have an International Multiconference covering many
different topics related to Modeling & Simulation in a
sharp way and providing an ideal opportunity to meet
together.

The 10th International Workshop on Simulation for Energy,
Sustainable Development & Environment – SESDE
SESDE is focusing on using M&S in applications related to
Energy, Sustainability and Environmental Issues.
Scientists and Subject Matter Experts in these sectors are
invited to present innovative papers.
The 15th International Conference on Integrated Modeling
& Analysis in Automation & Control – IMAACA
IMAACA focuses on all applications relevant to control &
automation problems emphasizing the role of model
analysis as integral part of the complete design of the
automated system.
The 8th International Food & Operations Simulation
Workshop – FoodOPS
The international Food Operations&Processing Simulation
Workshop focuses on M&S applied to Food Industry

The International Conference of European Modelling &
Simulation Symposium– EMSS
The EMSS represents the 34th edition of the classic autumn
M&S event in Europe; the Symposium is a really
International meeting involving world experts in the area of
M&S with special attention to methodologies, techniques
and applications.
th
The 24 International Conference on Harbour, Maritime &
Multimodal Logistics M&S – HMS
HMS Workshop is a traditional event and it was held
successfully worldwide, usually in the surroundings of major
international ports. It is focused on applications of
simulation and computer technologies to logistics, supply
chain management, multimodal transportation, maritime
environment and industrial logistics.
st
The 21 International Conference on Modeling & Applied
Simulation – MAS
The MAS Workshop concentrates on applied M&S and IT
Solutions; application fields include production, business
and services; since 2002 MAS involves Experts and Users
discussing about M&S as enabling technology for business
and industry in real world.
th
The 12
International Defense & Homeland Security
Simulation Workshop – DHSS
DHSS focuses on M&S advances within Defense and
Homeland Security framework; DHSS Includes tracks on
Cyber Defense, CBRN, Strategic Decision Making, SBA;
DHSS is part of I3M and involves industrial, governmental
and academic top experts in this areas.
th
The 11 International Workshop on Innovative Simulation for
Health Care – IWISH
IWISH is directed to scientists, technicians, users and

M&S Net New Simulation Project Workshop – NSP
This event is the ideal framework for setting up European
Community, EDA and International Projects and it is an
opportunity for hosting project review and exploitation
meetings; NSP welcome submissions for panel sessions
on new simulation project proposals.
M&S Net Workshop
The MS&Net workshop aims to create an evolving
framework for sharing experience and knowledge in
which participants have the possibility of effective
cooperation. In the past joint international projects was
presented in the workshop such as Simulation Exploration
Experience involving NASA, Liophant, Aegis, Mak, Pitch, SISO etc

Author’s instructions
PAPER SUBMISSION
Guidelines for the preparation of manuscripts and
instructions for submission are provided on the
conference
website:
http://www.mscles.org/i3m2022/call-for-papers/
All manuscripts must be submitted electronically
through the Conference Manuscript Management
System.
All papers will be accepted with the understanding
that they will be presented at the conference. At

A look around
VENUE
I3M 2022 will be held in Rome, the most populous and
largest municipality in Italy, ranks among the major
European capitals for the size of the territory. It is the
city with the highest concentration of historical and
architectural heritage in the world; its historic center
delimited by the perimeter of the Aurelian walls,
overlapping of testimonies of almost three millennia, is
an expression of the historical, artistic and cultural
heritage of the Western European world and, in 1980,
together with the extraterritorial properties of the Holy
See in the city and the basilica of San Paolo fuori le
mura, has been included in the UNESCO World
Heritage List.
Symbols of this magnificent city, in addition to the
municipal coat of arms, are the Capitoline she-wolf, a
bronze statue depicting the legendary she-wolf who
nursed the two twins Romulus and Remus; the
Colosseum, the largest amphitheater in the Roman
world, recognized in 2007 as one of the seven wonders
of the modern world (unique in Europe); the Cupolone,
Ethical publishing
the dome of St. Peter's Basilica in the Vatican, which
COPYRIGHT CONDITIONS
dominates the whole city and symbolizes the Christian
All publication material submitted for presentation
world.
at I3M must be original and hence cannot be already
published, nor can it be under review elsewhere. The
authors take responsibility for the material that has
been submitted. The I3M Organization Committee
will abide by the highest standard of ethical behavior
in the review process whereas the authors will abide
by the ISM publication ethics guidelines as explained
on
the
webpage
(http://www.mscles.org/i3m2022/call-for-papers/).
The author(s) must grant exclusive publishing rights
to the I3M Organizers and publishing partners under
a Creative Commons (CC-BY-NC-ND) license when
they submit the final version of the paper. The
copyright belongs to the authors, who have the right

